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PLIS



Silk has unparalleled touch, luster and air-permeability, 
and is widely used as a high-end fabric in fashion 
design. Magic happens when these silky features were 
introduced to chair design. Presented by Italian design 
studio Favaretto/partners, Plis Chairs, with its artistic 
shape inspired by plisse silk, stretch out in a light and 
graceful form to create an artistic atmosphere for 
offices, dinning spaces, coffee bars, and outdoor spaces.

"Plis" Sit with Artistic Smoothness
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With 8 colors from nature, Plis chairs express tinct delicacy, a treat to your eyes.
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Vivid, smooth, and delicate, the silky plisse 
design goes all through the backrest, seat, 
and feet. One-piece made by using a 1,200 ton 
moulding machine. Automobile-grade PP+GF 
material further endows the chair with car 
surface quality. The backrest looks like ruffled 
silk caught in the wind, creating a dynamic 
flow that is definitely a highlight to the space. 
The chair base flowing down from four corners 
seamlessly forms the chair feet. 

Silky Lustre, Flowing Plisse Delicacy
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Young employees favor outdoor working experience 
than working in conventional indoor space. Material 
of Plis chairs has excellent stability even being used 
in outdoor environment, refreshing you with close-to-
nature and leisure working hours.

Appealing Outdoor Supporter 
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If space constructs the form of art, then color 
plucks the melody of art. Sitting in Plis chairs, 
the pure tone of silk responds to the climax of the 
drama and affects the emotional ups and downs of 
the audience.

A grand artistic quintessence is about to be staged.
The winding and undulating ceiling streamlines set 
off the elegant and gorgeous stage art and reflected 
thousands of Plis chairs in the distance.
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Blooming light and color
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The flexible material can 
bounce back slightly. When 
changing posture, it can cater 
to the relaxation of the muscles 
when the back is tilted, and it 
can be comfortable to start a 
meeting at all times.

Proper Elasticity 
for Comfortable Sitting
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Plis makes your dining space more joyous and colorful. 
Plis chairs use high density material and are designed 
with more outward back feet and seat with ergonomic 
curvature, providing comfort and strong support even 
when your body center of gravity is backward with a 
relaxing lying posture.

Sweet Dining with Plis



Weight of one Plis chair is 4.1kg (≈ 2 Macbook) and easy to move with 
one hand. Dining spaces can also be rhythmic and stylish with Plis chairs 
presenting as delightful as artworks. Matching with coffee tables, friends can 
gather here for a noon refill leisure talking or a happy party.

Marsala red

Black

Coral red Ginger yellow Morandi green

Pinkish grey
(for customization)

Light grey Ink blue
(for customization)

CPS10GS

Material

Product Specifications

Artistic Flow in the Dining Space

W19 7/8"*D20 7/8"*H30"

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.
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